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The various Syariah provisioned offenses featured are adultery, being alone
with the opposite sex, indecent behaviour in public places, incest and many
others. News and reports in printed and electronic media in relation to moral
offenses among teenagers is rising in an alarming rate. If left unchecked, this
moral degradation will contribute to the collapse of individual, society and
national identity. This paper focuses on the dimensions of Syariah law and
the existing interest of protecting the maqasid (objectives) and purposes of
Syariah and implications of any oversight on the matter. To protect these
interests, the authors describe how Syariah laws serve to protect the interests
of the main objectives of Syariah by analysing various documents such as
legal provisions, journals, articles and scholarly writings. This paper will
also discuss the factors that have led to the outbreak of moral ills and moral
offences. Various other factors that have caused the current situation of moral
ruin are also discussed.The study found that moral ill related cases is clearly
contrary to the demands of maintaining the main objectives of the Syariah
as the enforcing of the Syariah law is mainly intended to protect these
interests.The methodology used in this study is based on research of which
analysis and review of the literature such as documents, books and related
articles were carried out to collect data and needed information.
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In the face of the moral problems and concerns being faced by the
Malaysian populace these days, many within the Muslim community



has begun to recognize the importance of Islamic law and the needs
of implementing process of the rule of law through the protection of
maqasidsyariah framework as a solution. This fact has actually proven
that men certainly can’t escape the law and commandments as revealed
by Allah SWT. Verily Allah SWT is the creator of the universe and
its inherent beings and as such truly knows what is best for His
servants. Thus, there is no doubt that all which is prescribed in Islam
serves a specific interest and objective. In other words, the Syariah
laws have certain specified maqasid or objectives which need to be
maintained and protected. Al-Qarafi, a religious scholar in the field
of the objectives of Syariah associates maslahah or the good tenets of
the faith to the maqasid through a legal basis by saying that this goal
will not be valid unless it encourages the pursuit of maslahah (good)
and the rejection of mafsadah (evil). This picture portrays the close
relationship between the maslahah and maqasid.1 Clearly, Islam is a
beautiful religion which puts its followers first as such the maqasidor
purposes of the Syariah should also be based on righteousness. Thus,
this study aims to discuss the objectives of the Syariah and its
importance and how Islamic law, particularly in the Malaysian
context, protects that interest.

The problem of moral decadence among youth raises the concerns
of various parties. Various problems related to moral decline due to
the reduced efficiency of adolescents in practicing the religious duties
imposed on them, which is the source of strength for individual to
face problems and the challenges of life. The rate of teen involvement
in social issues as per the report on the attitudes of youths in Johor
showed that about 39.8% of adolescents were involved in social
problems and ills.2

In connection with adultery, the study found that the
involvement of girls in sexual activity has a high risk of causing
unwanted pregnancies, HIV and other sexually transmitted
infections.3 Regarding adultery, the National Registration Department
reported statistics for 2000 -2008 that there were 257,000 registered
birth certificates on record which did not have the name of the father.

It shows that on average there are 2,500 cases of children born out of
wedlock recorded every month which works out to 84 cases daily.
The breakdown by country shows that 70,430 children born out of
wedlock is registered with Selangor recording the highest number
with 12,836 babies followed Perak (9,788), Kuala Lumpur (9,439),
Sabah (8,435), Negeri Sembilan (4,108), Sarawak (617) and
Terengganu (574). The Malays and natives of Sabah and Sarawak
make up the highest number of babies born out of wedlock with a
total of 20,949, whereas Indians make up a total of 19,581 whereas
the Chinese churn out about 18,111. The religious breakdown on
the other hand is about 30,798 Muslims, 18,085 Hindus, 17,236
are Buddhists and 3,395 are Christians (UKM News Portal, June
2010).4The official State Registration Department report found that
from 2008 to 2012 found there were about 167,073 babies born
without any recorded information of the father.

The research that was related to the effects of emotional
intelligence (EQ) and spiritual intelligence (SQ) on aggressive
behaviour of students showed that moral decadence among youths
take place due to the level of emotional intelligence and spiritual
intelligence being too low. The findings of the study also showed
that there was a significant relationship between emotional
intelligence and spiritual intelligence with aggressive behaviour or
moral decadence and ills among adolescents.5

The studied on the factors that affect teenagers who were involved
in social problems at Sekolah Tunas Bakti Sungai Lereh Melaka and
found the personal self (self-consciousness) was the main factor that
affected the respondents who were involved with social problems
and ills.6 Khalwat cases involving youths was the highest among the
Syariah criminal offenses based on the Selangor Islamic Religious
Department records which recorded a total of 1,734 cases in 2011
and 1,783 cases in 2010 where most of the victims were youths aged
20 to 30 years.7

The study conducted by CheLatifahet. al, which was related to
Syariah crimes among adolescents in Perlis to determine the Syariah
criminal offenses committed by juveniles was done in 2008. The
study focused on the mistakes committed by the provisions of the



Criminal Code of the Islamic State of Perlis, 1991. Teenagers who
become the focus in this study are those aged 13 to 21 years. The
study was conducted by examining the case files from the years 2000
to 2005. The study found that during the period, the offense provided
for under Section 9 (Khalwat) was the offence with the highest
recorded cases. However, the Khalwatcases for 2004 showed that
students of higher education institutions registered a higher record
of as many as 7 out of 26 offenders. Teenage girls make up the majority
involved in Syariah criminal offenses, for example of the 240 cases
recorded in 2005, a total of 119 offenders were girls.

Moral issues involving various age groups including those who
are teens is a concern that is becoming growingly worrying. There
are many factors that encourage young people nowadays to get
involved in moral ills. The involvement of young people in a variety
of social ills stem from internal factors within their own aspect of
personality development, dysfunction of the family institution and
peer influences. The effect of the environment in school is the source
of moral decadence among teens. Internal factors and the
development of their own personality becomes the cause of the
outbreak of moral collapse if they do not get full guidance in facing
the challenges of adolescence. In their adolescence, they experience a
very rapid change, physically, emotionally and socially, causing much
tension and emotional stress in them. If they grow up with a perfect
life, these teenagers will be able to contribute to excellence and the
nation, however if otherwise, they become problematic. Teenagers
will tend towards moral conduct that they should not do and that
which is illegal. Teenagers like this had failed to build and practice
the skills of emotional intelligence and experience disordered identity
and simultaneously become caught up in issues of moral decadence
and ills. Therefore, it is a necessity for young people to have emotional
intelligence as a way to cope with the challenges of adolescence.8

Incest is any act of sexual abuse that occurs among family members
or in other contexts sex that occurs among close relatives (muhrim)

or distant relatives (mahram). Sexual abuse in this context refers to
any sexual activity with parties not understanding the act or who are
not willing to be part of the sexual acts or sexual activities that violate
social norms. Categories of such sexual acts include oral-genital, anal-
genital, or genital-genital between adults and children, joint
masturbation, exhibitionism and the use of children for pornography.

The incest problem exists due to several factors such as the lack
of religious education, morals, knowledge and understanding of sexual
issues for victims and a lack of knowledge about the punishment
that predators will be subject to. Stress factors in the individual and
the surrounding environment that encourages such acts also
contribute to this heinous act. A study done by the National
Population and Family Development Board (LPPKN) found that
cases of incest done by fathers are slowing increasing in this country
due to several factors such as the failure of wives in satisfying the
sexual needs of the husband but at the same time refusing to allow
him to marry another or due to the husband’s lack of religious faith
and loss of due consideration because of the wife being too controlling
and as such they find a way out by raping their own children and
grandchildren.

In Johore, the number of incest crimes among family members
with the father being a predator showed the highest number cases,
totalling to about 401 cases, followed by uncles being predators with
231 cases. Cases where biological brothers are predators number as
the third-highest with a total of 90 cases, cousins at 82 cases, relatives
at 44 cases, grandfathers at 35 cases, great-uncles at 19 cases and
lastly sisters at 5 cases.9 The number of incest crimes reported by the
Johor Religious Department Johor in 2006 between non-blood
related members in a family also recorded cases with the stepfather
as a predator as the highest with 251 cases, followed by brother in
laws at 119 cases, 36 cases involving adoptive parents, step-brothers
at 29 cases, adopted brothers at 16 cases, step grandfathers at 7 cases,
father in laws at 5 cases and stepsons at 1case. According to the
Malaysian Crime Prevention Foundation, a total of 54.9% of the
victims were aged between 11-15 years old, followed by victims aged
of 6 to 10 years at 14.6%, whereas victims aged 16 to 20 years made



up 12.2% and lastly 1.2% of the victims were aged less than 6 years
old. Based on the age of the victims, most of the victims do not have
knowledge about sexuality and considered the acts performed on
them as a sign of punishment and affection by their family members
towards them.

According to the national crime statistics in 2001, of the 158
cases of incest reported, a total of 110 cases involves ethnic Malays.
Siti Fatimah’s study (2002) also found that a large majority of cases
involves ethnic Malays with them making up about 89% of the cases.
Police statistics show that from the 1,369 incest cases reported in
Malaysia from 1998 to 2002, 974 cases or 71.2% were carried out
by ethnic Malays, mostly in Kelantan and in all the cases the predators
were of the Malay race.

Prostitution is the sale of sexual services, such as oral sex or
intercourse, usually for money, but sometimes it is also done for drugs,
jewellery or real estate. Prostitution involving local women has seen
an increase of nearly 70%, from a total of 1,060 in 2010 to 1,801
people in 2011. Statistics released by the Royal Malaysian Police
(PDRM) showed that the ethnic Chinese recorded a total number
of 333, followed by Indonesians at 213, Indians at 83 persons and
other races at about 430 people. The study found that the hardship
of life and the desire to achieve a high income easily and quickly in
addition to inherent dysfunction of the purveyors’ family institution
is a major contributing cause towards prostitution involving local
women.10

A five-year study carried out at the Faculty of Social Sciences
and Humanities in UniversitiKebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) by
Lukman @ Zawawi Muhammad Lukman found that the age of
‘pimps’ or individuals who control the child prostitutes are getting
younger, from between 18 and 20 years old. In his study which is
entitled ‘Children in Prostitution’ it was stated that he found cases
of prostitution in which the supposed vocation was passed down in
the family for three generations, since before independence, from
mother to child to grandchild, and so on. The results of his study

carried out throughout the country also included a case in which a
mother revealed that her daughter was 11 years old the first time she
had sexual relations with her boyfriend.11

According to statistics from the Social Welfare Department
(JKM), 4,315 cases of children under 18 were involved in prostitution
between the year 1995 and 1999. The number of cases reported was
those where the child victims were managed to be saved. They did
not ask to be a prostitute but was forced to do so just as her mother
was. According to the survey many of the children forced into such
a life were not from poor families of middle class families with parents
who have stable jobs in the city.

Study was also carried out on child prostitution with 63
respondents who were aged between 9 and 18. Over 80% of them
have not attended school, were victims of abuse (emotional, physical,
sexual), with intense pent-up anger and had ran away from home. In
addition, over 70% of them were victims of parental divorce, domestic
violence, were exposed to sex by people they know and went into
prostitution under the control of certain person. More than 60% of
them use alcohol as a way to forget about the abuse wrecked on
them through prostitution and were not using contraception drugs
when carrying out their duties. 40% to 60% admit to being
prostituted every day and have to serve about 6 to 10 men per day.

Illegitimate pregnancy is defined as becoming pregnant out of
wedlock, without being in marriage and sexual intercourse has taken
place between the two couples who do not have a legal matrimonial
relationship. The problem of illegitimate pregnancy among
adolescents has to do with parental upbringing with no sufficient
monitoring and attention. The modernization and bustle pursued
by parents to generate family finances affects the family relationship
adversely. Family members are more concerned with materialistic
pursuits than in finding ways to achieve harmony in the family as
the proper objective of family life should be.

The culture of free sex among teenagers has a devastating effect
especially through unwanted pregnancies which thus lead to



emotional disorders, depression, suicide, abandonment of infants,
unsafe births, the sexually transmitted diseases and so on. The culture
of free sex not only involves underage girls with lacking awareness
and knowledge, but also educated girls and young women. Referring
to the records of the RaudatusSakinah rehabilitation centres, half of
the residents are students of higher education institutions, which
attest to the fact that educated girls have also proved susceptible to
this phenomenon.12

In the research relating to pregnancies out of wedlock among
adolescents found that family is a major factor which shapes the
personality and psychological well-being of adolescents.13 His research
focuses on the behavioural aspect of parents and experiences of
teenagers who become pregnant out of wedlock. The study sample
consisted of 6 young pregnant teens from Taman Seri Puteri, Cheras.
The study found that teens who get pregnant out of wedlock do not
have attachment with their parents and are affected by their living
environment, peer influence and exposure to sexual activity in the
internet which in turn exposes them to unhealthy sexual activity and
finally leading up to becoming pregnant out of wedlock.

Results of the study also showed that in terms of the profile of
the respondents and their parents, the overall majority were ethnic
Malays, who were not highly educated, most of them single parents,
raised in divorced homes, born in families with financial problems
and with an innate lack of love from their family. This leads to
teenagers finding and using peers as a place to express concerns and
beget attention. Tenuous relationships with parents lead to a lack of
communication within the family and make teens brave enough to
leave the house for adolescent sexual activity. The two-way
communication is crucial in curbing adolescent sexual misconduct
as the teens are like a friend to their parents and can openly
communicate. The results garnered from the interviews carried out
with the pregnant teens showed that they were not getting the
attention and affection they needed due to the fact that their parents
were busy with their daily tasks. The results in terms of peer influence
and internet shows that teens spend more time with friends and end
up getting involved in sexual misconduct.

In addition to family, peers are also one of the main factors that
cause teenagers to fall into the social ill of illegitimate pregnancies.
This is because adolescents are easily influenced by their peers in the
construction of their personality and identity. Socializing with peers
is problematic and often pushes them to take action beyond religious
boundaries which will bring teenagers towards sex and end up
throwing the ill-gotten baby. When an illegitimate teenage pregnancy
takes place the teen is pressured into throwing the baby out of
desperation, shame and fear of being found out and subject to legal
action. Thus, they decide to take steps to throw the baby.

In Siti Salwanis’ study in 2009, most sexual misconduct engaged
in by the 105 respondents was because they were affected by
pornography, curiosity, compulsion on the name of love towards your
partner and exposure to a variety of pornographic material; all these
encouraged these adolescents to get involved with sexual activity.
According to a research done, the adolescents lack the proper
information on the risks of sex and often try it without thinking
about the impact of it on their health and future life. Moreover,
religious beliefs and moral values are also a factor that led to sexual
misconduct. The results garnered through the study showed that the
majority of respondents did not adhere to their religious
responsibilities, did not carry out their prayers and their parents did
not even care enough to guide or them or admonish them to pray.

Since 2006, cases involving the criminal offense of unnatural sex
have been increasing and the victims of which were mostly young
people aged below 18. Since 2006 up till 2009, a total of 716 cases
were reported and about 411 cases consisted of school and college
students. According to ASP SurainiHussain, the Investigation Officer
in charge of Sex and Children related crimes, of the CID Bukit Aman,
in the last year there were two cases involving unnatural sexual crimes
committed against animals. Overall in 2006, there were 180 cases of
unnatural sexual crimes reported, an increase of 51 cases from the
231 cases reported in 2007, and there was an increase of 12 cases in
2008 which brought it to a total of 243 cases.



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mariani Md. Nor of the Department of
Educational Psychology and Counseling, of the Faculty of Education,
Universiti Malaya, said that unnatural sex is engaged in for greater
pleasure and satisfaction, particularly when it is sexual acts that hurt
others. He explicated in his study, most unnatural sex offenders have
bad experiences in life like being hurt or abused making them have
latent vengeful feelings. The other reason is unable to achieve
satisfaction in normal sex for example in a marriage, so if there is
space and opportunity in sight, they use it to achieve their satisfaction.
Dr.Mariani said exposure through alternative media other than film
and drama with stories that feature unnatural relationships also give
a boost to these type of people.

Based on the research carried out and the Syariah offenses
involving adolescents as discussed above it is clear that action and
awareness of all parties is needed to curb this problem from becoming
widespread and a norm in society. The cause of the problem must be
identified and the appropriate proactive measures taken before it is
too late.

Among the religious scholars who have contributed immensely to
the theory of Syariah objectives are Abu Al-Maali al Juwayni, Abu
Hamid al-Ghazali, Al-IzzibnAbd Salam, Syahab al-Din al- Qarafi,
Shamsuddinibn al-Qayyim and most importantly Abu Ishaq al-
Shatibi.14 There are various writings contributed by these scholars
with regards to the discussion of the objectives of the Syariah from
various dimensions and standpoints.

To explain the objectives of the Syariah, the author refers to the
writing of MahmoodZuhdi which stated that in the Malay language,
it is simply referred to as “Maqasid al-Syariah” which could be
translated as the objectives of Syariah. Generally it refers to all the
purposes behind the creation of the Syariah as a whole and behind
each law contained in it. However, the above description is not based
on any well-established traditional understanding as the classic
scholars of old never did define the term, unlike the common practice
in the case of other terms in the study Syariah, so much so that Imam

al-Syatibi himself who is the highlight authority on the subject has
never done so. Even, Mahmood Zuhdi referred to al-Raisuni’s view
that the main reason for this absence is because the concept is so
clear and evident in meaning at that time that it did not need to be
described in a form of a formal definition as done with other terms
in the study of the same.15 According to IbnAshur, as explicated by
JasserAuda, maqasid Syariah refers to the objectives or purpose behind
the Islamic law.16 So, from a general interpretation of the above, it
can be concluded that what is meant by maqashid al-Syariah is that
it is the purpose behind every law and rule of Allah s.w.t. which was
given to His people. Although the concept of the Syariah objectives
and meaning are considered very apparent, it is the author’s view
that in today’s world, understanding, awareness and appreciation of
the concept is at the very minimum and efforts toward boosting this
understanding needs to be maximised.   

Al-Shatibi divided the objectives of Syariah into three categories. First,
Maqasiddaruriyyah, which is the purpose or objective to protect the
interests in life.Second, Maqasidhajiyyah, which is the objective of
maintaining the needs of life.While the third is  the
Maqasidtahsiniyyah,which is the objective of maintaining the luxuries
in life. Al-Shatibi also explained that the meaning of the importance
of living it is something which is fundamental to the continuity of
life itself. Without it people would not be able to survive and will
die.17 According to Imam al-Ghazali, there are 5 aspects that meet
these criteria which are namely religion, life, intellect, wealth and
lineage.18 The importance of protecting and maintaining these five
things will be discussed in this paper to see how far the Syariah law
functions to protect its interests.

Allah SWT commanded: “Say O Muhammad, Allah is One. Allah
is the focal point [to petition to]. He was not begotten, nor born,
and there is nothing, begotten or birthed, like Him, nothing is equal
to or similar to Him.”19 This verse emphasizes the ultimate oneness



of Allah which is a pillar of foundation in the Islamic faith. In another
verse, Allah SWT gave warnings to his servants through his word
which read “He who disbelieves in Allah SWT after he has believed
(shall receive the wrath of God), except those who were forced to
turn aside though their hearts remained firm in the Faith (and was
unblemished with sin), however they who opens their hearts to
apostasy will receive the full wrath and severe punishment of Allah
SWT.”20

Allah SWT explained in His word which is interpreted as “How
shall Allah guide the people who were disbelievers after they have
gained faith and have recognized that the Messenger (Muhammad
PBUH) is the true messiah and his teaching has been received by
them? Allah SWT does not guide the unjust. Their reward is the
curse of Allah’s wrath upon them, (as well as) the curse of the angels
and men alike, except for those who truly repent and change their
ways. For Allah SWTis all Forgiving and all Merciful.”21 However,
Allah SWT reasserts that “Those who disbelieve after gaining faith,
only to increase in their disbelief and lose faith, their repentance will
never be accepted as they are the lost ones”22 The quoted scriptures
touch on the commands of God to his servants to keep the faith and
his warning to those who reject the faith and go into apostasy. The
punishment for apostasy was not detailed by Allah SWT in the Holy
al-Quran, only the punishment it brings in the afterlife was mentioned
without reference to a specific penalty that should be given in life.
However, the hadith from Mohammed PBUH that was brought in
by some of his friends clearly explained the prescribed punishment
for apostasy as follows:From Ibn Abbas RA: “Whoever changes his
religion (Islam) then you shall kill him.”23

Prophet Muhammad PBUH also said: “A faithful Muslim that
attest that there is no other god except Allah SWT and that I am the
promised prophet is accepted by god unless he commits any one of
these three sins namely killing a soul, committing adultery as a widow
(muhson adulterator) and separating oneself from religion and leaving
the congregation and the faith.”24

According to a form of punishment that is prescribed, it is clear
that apostasy is a very serious offense in Islam and as such protection

of religion and faith is a matter of paramount importance that must
be preserved so much so that even God can justify murder as a
punishment for the offense.

The soul belongs to God and no one has the right to take the life of
someone else except for reasons that have been prescribed by religious
laws. The commands of Allah SWT do not only apply in the case of
loss of life or the killing of fellow humans, but is also applicable in
relation to the relationship of humans with other beings such as
animals and plants. This regulation is the proof that life is an
important personal right that should be protected. There are many
verses in the Quran that can be used to back-up the fact. Allah SWT
commanded that, “Whoever kills a person, not as a punishment on
him for killing another or for having done mischief in the land, then
he has killed all of mankind.”25

In another verse, Allah s.w.t. commanded as such, “And do not
kill the soul which Allah has forbidden you to kill except for a just
cause. And if anyone is slain mercilessly, then the act has given his
heir authority to seek vengeance. In the pursuit of revenge, do not
let it go too far as you have been aided.26 Prophet Muhammad PBUH
said: “When two Muslims fight each other with swords then the
killer and the one killed will both go to hell. Then Abu Bakrah asked,
O Messenger of Allah SWT, the one who killed indeed will go to
hell, but why did the man who was killed go to hell? He then
answered, because he to intended vigorously to kill his opponent
(Hadith Riwayat Bukhari and Muslim). Allah SWT provided a
solution through the law of Qisas. This hadith clearly emphasizes
the protection of life so much so that even the intent to kill shall
bring punishment upon a person.

Indeed, what clearly differentiates humans from animals is their being
endowed with reason and wisdom to think. Therefore, in the
protection of the objectives of Syariah, religious scholars also listed
that the mind needs to be protected. Any habit or aspect that can



cause damage to the mind should be avoided in order for this
important asset to continue being utilized in the way of life that is
based on the Syariah laws and principles of Islamic faith. So, this
sake is very consistent with what was said by Allah SWT says: “O
you who believe! Drinking and gambling, idol worship and divining
of fate with arrows are all filthy and vile habits and are part of Satan’s
handiwork. Therefore you should avoid it that you may be
successful.”27 The command to stay away from alcohol certainly is
beneficial in protecting the objectives of the Syariah. What is clear is
that drinking alcohol can cause damage to the mind which then leads
to a host of other problems.

The penalty for the offense of consuming liquor is clearly stated
in the Hadith in which the Prophet Muhammad PBUH said: “If
they drink alcohol, flog them, and if they drink any more, then flog
them, if they drink any more, flog them (Riwayat Abu Daud). In
another Hadith the prophet Muhammad said that he was approached
by a man who had been drinking, and he was whipped with two
palm branches 40 times (Riwayat Muslim). This serious punishment
is seen as a lesson and warning to the Muslim community to stay
away from alcohol. The basis of this sentence also proves that the
human mind must be protected and preserved from influence and
moral degradation.

Islam forbids its followers to practice fornication as forbidden by
the word of Allah SWT which is interpreted as: “And stay away from
fornication, for it is an abomination and an evil path.”28 In another
verse, Allah SWT commands: “A woman and a man who fornicates,
must be flogged, each of them a hundred lashes and do not feel
compassion for them when exercising the punishment set by Allah
SWT if you truly are of faith and obedience and believe in Allah
SWT and the Last Day, you shall be witness to the punishment
brought upon them with a group of faithful people.”

Both of these verses clearly show the importance of the
maintaining the purity of lineage which is emphasized through the
forbidding of adultery and the legal sentenced to against the act. In

addition to degrading ones dignity, another adverse effect of adultery
is the birth of illegitimate children which can in turn lead to a host
of other problems. To maintain the legal continuity of ones lineage,
Islam encourages marriage as the only way to beget progeny as
exemplified by the prophet Muhammad PBUH.

God made His servants with the innate nature of love and generosity.
Life is complemented with enjoyment and facilities brought about
by having possessions. As such, Allah SWT commanded that any
property must be obtained in the right way as outlined by Islamic
principles. Allah’s SWT commanded as such “Do you not see that
Allah SWT has subjected whatever that is in the heavens and in the
earth for your benefit and to complete His Favour on you both
physically and spiritually.”29 Allah SWT urges his servants to use the
right methods in acquiring property through His word, which is
interpreted as: “And do not be craving for property among yourselves
in vanity.”30

To ensure compliance with this law, Allah SWT had ordained
punishment and reward for anyone who would deny or obey it. For
example in the case of theft, Allah s.w.t. commanded “Any male or
female thief ’s hands must be cut off as a repayment for their work,
such is the punishment of Allah SWT, Allah is Almighty and Wise.”31

The Prophet PBUH also stated something similar: “Do not cut off
the hand of a thief unless his theft was worth more than a quarter of
a dinar or more than the value of gold” (RiwayatBukhari Muslim).
Both these commandments show that Allah SWT gave a tough
warning to all his servants as to the repayment of theft and its proper
repayment. All the punishments prescribed are classified as the hudud
law. However, these punishments are not carried out in the context
of legislation in Malaysia while the implementation of which is in
the process of research due to certain constraints and restraints.

Allah SWT commanded in the Quran that: “We have sent Our
Messengers with clear evidence and revealed through them the



Scriptures and the Scales of justice so that mankind may implement
justice.”32 Allah SWT commanded in another verse as such “We have
sent down the Book to you with the truth, so that you may judge the
people by what Allah SWT has revealed to you.”33 These two verses
show the importance of law and judgment in life to regulate human
behavior.

Sobhi Rajab Mahmassani in taking into account the various ideas
shared among scholars of modern sociology, concluded that humans
are social beings who have the main characteristics to live in a
communal society and social life is a very important aspect to such
beings. This reality demands the existence of a law as a requirement
for regulating relations between its members as social life usually
requires a social contract and interaction between individuals which
can sometimes cause disputes or conflicts of interest between them.
Thus, a set of principles or rules that could govern the exercising of
the right of every individual in relation to the rights of others must
exist.34 In the same writing, the author refers to Al-Majallah (Turkish
Ottoman Civil Law) and concludes that the referred law is based on
the above insight as the base principle of its law by stating the following:

“Since humans are social creatures by nature, in which they are not capable
of living alone as some animals do, but must interact and collaborate with
others around they so as to become a community, then each individual
works to get something that suits him and do not like things that hinders
his interests, thus, rules that have the force of law so that justice and order
among these creatures will be maintained in the best way safe from any
form of trickery or bias must be in force.”

The above statement is in line with what was said by IbnKhaldun
that social life is a necessity and inevitability. Philosophers have
formulated this fact by stating that human beings are social creatures
who need the institution of society or civilization. In short,
IbnKhaldun emphasized that such a society needs a rule of law, which
can function to create order among them to enable them to survive
living in a society.35 This view clearly shows the relationship between
law and human existence, in which the formation of law was aimed
at protecting human rights, particularly in relation to the five interests
that had been discussed.

The word Syariah in Arabic comes from the word syar’i which
means lawgiver and refers to Allah SWT being the first source in
Islamic law.36 The term Syariah is also used in the sense of an Islamic
law code, for example Syara’I al-Islam, which means Qawanin Islam
or Islamic law. Muslim scholars in the field of law sources (motions
of fiqh) also frequently used the word hukum or code within the
meaning of the code of law or regulation, while also using the word
“al-hakim” or judge within the meaning of being a Syar’i or lawgiver.

Legislation is the main strength of society. A community needs
legislation to regulate the relationship between the members of society
and punish those who deviate from its rules, no matter whether the
legislation used fell from the sky or came out of the earth. Conscience
and the inborn urges of the soul is not enough for people in general
to safeguard and maintain public security and structure in material
and moral terms as well as uphold justice among humans. Therefore,
Allah SWT sent His Messenger and through Him sent his holy
wisdom to regulate the path of life with the truth37 as seen in the
commandment of Allah SWT which says:38

“We have sent Our Messengers with clear evidence and revealed through
them the Scriptures and the Scales of justice so that mankind may implement
justice.”

Islam created laws and the implementation process of the rule of law
that are able to control human behaviour in a way that peace and
justice in society continues to be guaranteed. This law has been
constituted directly by the Creator and as such it certainly has the
needed value and specific characteristics of legislation that can achieve
the real objectives of legislation listed below. Among the objectives
are:39 Legislation that is revealed through vision; Is Universal in nature;
Is Comprehensive; Keeps Developing and is renewable and adjustable;
Balanced between the needs of this world and the afterlife; Balanced
between the interests of the individual and the general public; Simple,
rational and easy; Original, and fair and unbiased.

The above discussion has made it clear that whatever is prescribed
by Allah SWT is crucial in the maintaining of the five basic aspects



that people need. According to the importance given to the said factors
through legislation, there are tenets of Islamic law that can’t be denied,
which are namely: To get to know Allah SWT and then glorify and
praise him. Know his inherent perfect traits and values, his fruitage of
the spirit and characteristics; To get to know the methods and forms
of prayer and worship along with its purpose, be it to praise or glorify
Him with all the blessing that he has given us, his servants here on
earth; Walk the path of kindness and goodness while denying evil.
Adorning ourselves with the recommended practices of the faith, good
character, pure morals and strive towards attaining blessings and raising
your dignity as a slave of Allah SWT among the nation; and to eliminate
wrong and sinful acts by applying criminal law and its punishment to
all bad and evil practices. As such, a person would not go beyond the
boundaries to wreck the rights of another. Through this the pure and
structured path of human life which is maintained and safeguarded by
the laws set by Allah SWT can be attained.

The challenge of juvenile delinquency and its impact on the
worsening moral ills requires the cooperation and understanding on
the part of parents and society. Parents should put the need to give
love empowering with the strength of religiousityto family as a priority
which should be placed in first place because the collapse of the family
institution ruins of the moral development and purity of children.
The various factors that cause the involvement of youths in moral
ills are either due to their own personal factors or external factors.
The involvement of youths in moral ills in the early stages of
adolescence should be given great attention. Solutions that are based
on addressing the trigger factors should be implemented in order to
produce a brilliant wholesome teenager. On the other hand, the major
responsibility of a Muslim as imposed by Syariahis to maintain to
the best of their ability the five objectives of the Syariahwhich is
widely understood to include the importance of life, religion,
property, intellect and lineage. This proves that the responsibility of
maintaining the objectives of the Syariahshould not be
underestimated and must be fully understood by every Muslim.
Understanding and public awareness of this responsibility is very
important in the implementation process of the rule of law.
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